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ABSTRACT

Education in Poland tries to keep up with the extremely dynamic civilisation changes in order to prepare students to face the challenges of the future. However, it must face the historical burden symbolically defined as homo sovieticus – a man giving up his own agency to the system and authority. The aim of the article is to evaluate the effectiveness of the implementation of the assumptions of self-determination theory (SDT) in developing the emotional-social competences of students (described using the original TROS-KA model) and gaining school achievements. The study was conducted among 10–11-year-old students (n = 94), parents (n = 94) and teachers (n = 28). It confirmed that the annual teaching cycle based on SDT assumptions was more effective (compared to standard practices) both in terms of developing a sense of competence (measured using the TROS-KA scales) as well as school achievements (measured by school grades). Moreover, teachers and parents noticed an increase in the emotional-social competences of the students, their greater involvement in the learning process and an increase in their independence. SDT can be a key strategy in the process of increasing the autonomy of the Polish school and, consequently, in the process of reducing the presence of homo sovieticus features in the mentality of Polish teachers.
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Introduction

Self-determination theory (SDT) can be considered as one of the better verified psychological concepts in the educational context. Despite its global popularity, it did not receive attention in the Polish education system. This article is one of the first attempts to fill this gap. Starting from the postulate that one of the key tasks of a modern school is shaping transferable resources and skills of students, based on the concept of SDT, the authors present the effectiveness of strategies for creating an environment conducive to the development of emotional and social competences (called a sense of competence – an analogy to intrinsic motivation). They set their analysis in a socio-cultural context, referring to the figure of homo sovieticus, symbolising the mental burden on the communist system that existed in Poland in 1945–1989 and still has been mentally present in the Polish system of education.

According to Deci et al. (1991), a student spends about fifteen thousand hours at school over two decades of his/her life. However, this does not have to mean treating the school as a necessary evil, an obligation imposed from outside. The school is a space where it is possible to strengthen the intrinsic
motivation of both students and teachers (Niemiec and Ryan 2009; Ryan and Deci 2017; Wang 2017). Promoting intrinsic motivation based on SDT assumptions should be linked to the school’s efforts to increase student choice, greater teacher acceptance for student initiative, greater responsibility for the planning process, organisation and assessment of learning (cf. Deci et al. 1991). Such a strategy, however, must take into account the socio-cultural barriers for implementation (Ryan and Deci 2011; Gaudreau 2016), which is particularly evident in the context of Polish education.

Limited autonomy of Polish school

Researchers of Polish education point out the strong dominance of the transmission model of knowledge transfer (Klus-Stańska 2010; Dylak 2013; Śliwerski 2016). The student is taught, formed in accordance with the accepted standard (norm). In this paradigm, the school itself as an institution exercising power (Foucault 2009) enslaves young minds, depriving them of autonomy and the opportunity to fully participate in the planning and implementation of their own pro-development activities, without taking into account their individual preferences and predispositions. Teachers’ activities are subordinated to the implementation of the core curriculum, which, as an official document binding throughout the country, precisely sets out teaching and learning goals of education. In addition, every Polish teacher must take into account more than twenty other regulations, which means that s/he often falls under the role of an employee producing documentation instead of active teaching (Federowicz 2013).

Strong centralisation of Polish education goes hand in hand with the unification of the methodological workshop of Polish teachers. Instead of creating teaching situations conducive to independent perception and problem solving by students, the school provides ready information, assuming that it creates comprehensive knowledge, described in detail in the core curriculum. However, this information is a collection of randomly selected facts that, if not subjected to critical reflection and disordered, cannot become consistent knowledge (Dylak 2013). As Klus-Stańska (2012) writes, traditionally persistent ways of developing knowledge at Polish school have a compelling character in terms of identity, intellectual and social dimensions.

Polish teachers also perceive school as an oppressive institution (Nowak-Dziemianowicz 2014), which primarily causes fear, based on a chronic process of controlling. There is a powerful institution of pedagogical supervision and control in the Polish education system, known as School Board for Education and Upbringing. This translates into a low level of teachers’ sense of independence, the belief that changes in education do not depend on them, but are imposed by the system (Rubacha 2000). It results in low degree of expressing autonomy by the Polish teachers. According to data from the Ministry of National Education from 2017, only 2% of Polish teachers develop and implement original curricula in their school methodology. And it is the teaching programme that should allow to express individual vision of education based on the current core curriculum. It concerns such key elements of the process of education and upbringing as: philosophical assumptions and goals of education, methods, forms and content of teaching, ways of assessment and motivating students (Dylak 2000).

The constancy of the transmission paradigm of education in Poland is conditioned by the historical legacy – over forty years of communism that shaped the new citizen – the so-called homo sovieticus. Tischner (2005) popularised, although in a slightly different sense, the term coined by Russian sociologist Aleksandr Zinoviev. According to him, homo sovieticus is the one whose consciousness is defined by being, as opposed to a man who tries to subject his being to free consciousness (Tischner 2005, 145). Communism relieved man of his responsibility for his existence. It gave him/her the illusion of security, introducing a mechanism of social equality and limiting his/her autonomy. Although it belongs to the past, its influence has still been active in many fields of life in Poland.

Paradoxically, the new system has consolidated the old inclinations, which, according to Erich Fromm, could be called an escape from freedom, whereas in SDT rhetoric – an escape from intrinsic motivation respectively. In this sense, Tischner wrote about the non-regained subjectivity of Poles,
the dispersion of responsibility for their own being in an anonymous group – mass (Heidegger 2004). The former beneficiary of the communist system becomes a beneficiary of the new capitalist reality and makes clear demands on it. Instead of taking matters into their own hands and subjecting them to personal reflection, they expect help and interpretation from outside. The essence of social bonds are calculations what pays off, instead of a genuine sense of relatedness. Instead of intrinsic motivation that drives actions, one can observe submission to standards, subordination to authority and expectation of initiative from others.

These philosophical and sociological analyzes should be included in the perspective of psychological studies of the Polish school, which as a public institution is involved in dominant mental scripts and consolidates them. Only taking into account this context, one can see, how difficult it is, even revolutionary, to attempt to implement the SDT concept into Polish education system. Perhaps this difficulty is also one of the key reasons for the lack of SDT presence in Polish educational psychology. Homo sovieticus and a self-determined person – these are not only oppositional visions of man, but also of society. It can therefore be concluded that the concept of self-determination brings in enormous emancipation potential – indispensable for Polish school and Polish society.

**SDT and education**

Self-determination theory is a meta-theory defining internal and external sources of motivation and their impact on cognitive and socio-emotional development of a person, as well as on individual differences among people (Deci and Ryan 1985). The considerations focus on three universal human needs: (a) autonomy, (b) competence and (c) relatedness and also the environmental factors that support and inhibit their satisfaction. This issue is an important advantage of SDT in the studies undertaken in the field of psychology of education – this theory defines implicit external conditions conducive to the development of intrinsic motivation and ultimately the well-being of man at every stage of his/her development, also in the relationship: student – school (Ryan and Deci 2019).

Educational psychology studies indicate that satisfying students’ basic psychological needs in terms of autonomy, competence and relatedness is crucial to their internalisation of learning motivation (Taylor et al. 2014; Litalien et al. 2017). This translates into higher school achievements and effective adaptation to school conditions (Niemiec and Ryan 2009).

Most of the attention of researchers verifying SDT in the context of education focuses on autonomy as the student’s ability to influence individual and corporate learning, that is closely associated with two other universal needs highlighting in the theory – competence and relatedness.

**Teachers’ autonomy in teaching and students’ autonomy in learning**

Many studies conducted as part of the SDT paradigm are looking for relationships between student’s and teacher’s autonomy. This issue is particularly important in the context of Polish teachers who present quite low autonomy in their work area (EURYDICE 2008).

Roth et al. (2007) examined Israeli teachers and found that those who felt more controlled in their own professional activities were less involved in supporting the autonomy of their students.

Pelletier, Séguin-Lévesque, and Legault (2002) examined Canadian teachers from the first to the twelfth grade and noticed that the more teachers feel systemic pressure (e.g. the need to follow an external curriculum, emphasis on performance standards), the more they control the learning process of their students, not giving them space for independent actions and decisions.

De Naeghel et al. study (2014) related to the students’ reading skills, indicate that the involvement of Flemish teachers in supporting student’s autonomy most clearly explained the intrinsic motivation to read, especially among girls.

In the Nguyen and Deci (2016) study involving 384 undergraduate students, the share of motivational regulation in moderating the relationship between the tendency to perfectionism and setting high standards and academic well-being was analysed. When a students were educated in a highly
controlling environment, they launched an internal control mechanism in the form of striving for perfection. If the environment supported autonomy and independence in learning, students tension, related to the acquisition of knowledge and skills resulting from the focus on obtaining high grades, gave way to experiencing the joy of learning. Students with a tendency to perfection who reported low level of environmental control, at the same time declared a lower level of anxiety and learning difficulties. On the other hand, when the external control was perceived by them as high, their internal tension also increased.

**Autonomous student learning**

The study by Jang, Kim, and Reeve (2012) among 500 Korean students shows that creating classroom conditions for full student engagement and at the same time strengthening their autonomy determines students’ autonomy need satisfaction as well as it is its consequence (feedback). In addition, the factor that catalyzes the process of students’ full involvement and participation in learning is partial satisfaction (e.g. increasing their own effectiveness, mastering the set goal, achieving and the interest in the situation).

It is worth emphasising that the role of supporting students’ autonomy is independent of their achievements, i.e. the positive effect of such support is obtained by students with both high and poor learning outcomes (Guay et al. 2013).

In the study of Cheon et al. (2019) with the participation of 20 physical education teachers, the effectiveness of conducting activities focused on strengthening students’ autonomy was checked. It was found that when the teachers supported the autonomy of the activity more, then their students were more involved in the classes and did not report dissatisfaction. In the case of the control group (n = 17 teachers), it turned out that the lack of activities supporting students’ autonomy resulted in an increase in their frustration and a significant decrease in the involvement in classes.

An important element of implementing SDT is reaching for methodological solutions that support the development of students’ involvement in the learning process. For example, studies on a group of 84 German students aged 10–12 have shown that in an outdoor learning environment, students showed significantly higher motivational behaviours for learning – regardless of their gender. Less self-regulated students benefited more from the outdoor setting than those who showed already a high intrinsic learning regulation.

Research conducted among 2266 Austrian students of the fifth, sixth and seventh grade showed that teachers’ use of methods promoting self-reflection in learning positively affected students’ autonomy and is a predictor of future attitudes towards lifelong learning (Lüftenegger et al. 2012).

The meta-analysis regarding general guidelines on teaching methodology undertaken by teachers to support their autonomous learning based on the SDT assumptions point to the following principles: (1) listen to the student carefully; (2) create opportunities for students to work in their own way; (3) provide opportunities for students to talk; (4) arrange learning materials and seating patterns so students manipulate objects and conversations rather than passively watch and listen; (5) encourage effort and persistence; (6) praise signs of improvement and mastery; (7) offer progress-enabling hints when students seem stuck; (8) be responsive to students’ questions and comments; and (9) communicate a clear acknowledgment of students’ perspectives (Reeve 2006, 231).

Núñez and León (2015) reviewed many studies on the role of teachers’ support for the need for students’ autonomy and found that positive impact includes: greater well-being, better performance, greater engagement and improved time management and attention span.

In addition, SDT’s relationships with the ability to regulate emotions and social relations are increasingly emphasised, pointing to convergence with psychological concepts of wisdom (Ryan, Soenens, and Vansteenkiste 2019). This creates new perspectives for SDT applications in the process of education and upbringing.

The presented results of the empirical use of SDT in educational research have become an inspiration to undertake own study. Its goal was to show the relationship of innovatively used strategies supporting the need for autonomy, competence and relatedness of middle-school students with
their emotional and social competences and their learning outcomes in the context of the current education system in Poland.

The present study

Emotional and social competences as transferable resources in the TROS-KA / CARE model

The purpose of the study was to answer the following research questions:

1. Does the implementation of the SDT assumptions by teachers (care to meet the three fundamental needs of students: autonomy, competence and relatedness) to everyday school practice contribute to the increase of students’ emotional and social competences?
2. Does meeting the students’ needs defined by the SDT promote their higher school achievement (measured by means of the average marks)?

Emotional and social competences are transferable resources that can be used in a variety of contexts. Therefore, they constitute the basis for activities understood as goal-oriented activities (Domagała-Zyśk, Knopik, and Oszwa 2017). Involvement and participation of emotional and social competences can be seen when solving intellectual problems, talking to friends, planning your future and making decisions. The authors of the TROS-KA model emphasise that the key role of the school is to use the core curricula to shape transferable resources, as they constitute the largest capital from which students will derive profits as adults. The set of diagnostic tools and post diagnostic materials TROS-KA was developed in 2017 on the request of the Centre of Education Development in Warsaw. It is a model battery defining the standard of functional assessment as part of psychological and pedagogical assistance in the Polish education system.

The battery of five socio-emotional scales is intended for students aged 9–13 (middle school age). Their main developmental task is to develop a relatively lasting sense of competence. The universal (necessary for every human being) nature of the battery lies in the fact that on the one hand its scales can be a buffer during the identity crisis experienced in adolescence, on the other, they determine the scope and quality of the subjects’ involvement in their future activities. From this point of view, the further cognitive, emotional and personality development of the student is conditioned by the level of the sense of competence.

The authors of the model, analysing standard therapeutic and developmental strategies aimed at supporting students with special educational needs (SEN), saw clear deficits in the area of planned activities aimed at developing their sense of competence (Domagała-Zyśk, Knopik, and Oszwa 2017). They also noticed that the main field of activity here is compensating or removing deficits (negativity effect), bypassing the positive strategy of constructing transferable resources and skills, which should form the basis of undertaken activities.

Emphasising the interactive nature of the process of shaping the sense of competence, the authors of TROS-KA, included in their model the role of the environment in creating optimal conditions for becoming competent. Thanks to this, TROS-KA is part of the transactional study of educational phenomena in which the importance of context for the development of students’ competences is emphasised. This approach has been seen in recent years in many studies (Tomlinson 2014). As Lo et al. write (2019), explaining transactional ability models, smart context is a classroom enriched physically, materially, intellectually, and instructionally so that it excites and engages students (175). Referring to SDT, the positive role of the environment in shaping the sense of students’ competence and their intrinsic motivation was defined by enabling the subjects to meet their three universal needs: autonomy, competence and relatedness (Table 1).

In order to operationalise the description of the sense of competence, the authors of TROS-KA used the theory of intelligence conducive to life success by Robert Sternberg (2005) and the concept of psycho-social development of Erik Erikson (2004). In this way, they defined the sense of competence as a set of emotional and social competences of the subject, such as: (a) coping
Table 1. The description of the competences constituting the person’s skill set in the TROS-KA model and their relation with SDT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale/competence</th>
<th>Dimensions of competence</th>
<th>Psychometric properties of the scale</th>
<th>An environment conducive to the development of a given competence – relationships with SDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| T – coping with difficulties | • applying remedial strategies  
• learning from experience  
• setting goals adequate to the possibilities | Internal compatibility: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.81  
Criterion relevance: Correlation of the scale with test results measuring similar components from 0.22 to 0.38. | The environment creates conditions for students to meet the need for competence and autonomy; thanks to external support, the student recognises his/her own resources, which makes him/her more competent, as well as independent and responsive.  
Example: Teachers create tasks that are accompanied by instructions that indirectly (not explicitly) assist students in solving them. |
| R – social relations | • scope and quality of relationships with others  
• understanding and controlling your emotions  
• understanding the emotions of others  
• willingness to cooperate. | Internal compatibility: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86  
Analysis of intergroup differences (group of students showing difficulties in interpersonal contacts and a group of students without this type of difficulty) p < 0.001 | The environment is conducive to meeting students’ need for belonging and relatedness; the student identifies common goals for the group, participates in cooperative learning, is responsible for the team’s goals.  
Example: Teachers care for the identity of the class by co-defining action plans, weekly motto, and common rituals with students (e.g. greeting / farewell). |
| O – self-esteem | • self-knowledge – abilities, interests, strengths / weaknesses  
• self-esteem – emotional attitude to one’s own person and assessment of individual components of self-knowledge | Internal compatibility: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.90  
Analysis of intergroup differences (group of students at risk of social maladjustment and a group of students without this type of difficulty) p < 0.001 | Satisfying the need for competence focused on own resources, abilities and predispositions by creating in the educational environment as many opportunities as possible to recognise oneself in various task and social situations.  
Example: Teachers enrich activities with self-reflection and self-evaluation of students. They create a wide field of exploration of topics and issues so that every student can find something for him/herself. |
| S – sense of agency | • readiness to deal with problems  
• confirming about the usefulness of owned resources  
• confidence about the internal location of the control | Internal compatibility: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.91  
Scale correlations with test results measuring similar components from 0.21 to 0.39 | Satisfying the need for students’ competence and autonomy by creating challenges in the educational environment to the best of the subject’s ability, with her/his clear involvement in forming these challenges.  
Example: The teacher designs multi-level tasks that enable each student to solve the problem on several levels. The educational goals of the activities are supported by references to life practice (e.g. application of chemistry knowledge to care for one’s own health). |
| KA – affect control | • range of emotional and social competences, regulating the relationship of the subject with the environment – scale to be | Internal compatibility: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.73  
Stability of the test (correlation of test-retest results): r = 0.87 | Since the scale consists of the strongest items of each scales above, it applies to all aspects of |

(Continued)
with difficulties (T scale); (b) social relations (R scale); (c) self-image (scale O); (d) sense of agency (S scale); and (e) affect control (KA scale).

From the letters defining individual competences in Polish, an acronym was created – the name of the TROS-KA package (additionally: *troska* means *care* in Polish, which is related to the care for the students’ holistic development). A detailed description of individual competences, scales, their psychometrics and their relation with SDT has been provided in Table 1.

**Method**

**The subjects**

The study was conducted in the test – retest (assessment of the effectiveness of the methodological actions taken in the study) model using the TROS-KA assessment battery between September 2017 and June 2018 among five fifth grades (the Polish primary school consists of eight levels) in four primary schools (two municipal schools, two rural schools). In total, 94 students (including 48 girls and 46 boys) aged 10–11 years and their 28 teachers (including 5 class tutors) were involved in the study. All students from each chosen class took part in the study after obtaining parental and students’ consents. The selection of schools was random, taking into account the area of two voivodships in south-eastern Poland. After drawing the school from the educational information system, the study organisers sent a letter to the management describing the planned longitudinal studies and a proposal for cooperation. After obtaining the approval of the management, the activities were carried out according to the procedure described below. It should be added that four schools (out of nine drawn) did not agree to participate in the study.

**Procedure**

The longitudinal study took place in four stages: (1) training for teachers and parents, (2) first assessment of the current development of students’ emotional and social competences (test), (3) activities and education run by the trained teachers among the students’, based on prepared scenarios on SDT assumptions, (4) second assessment of students’ emotional and social competences (retest).

(1) Training for teachers and parents

Due to the fact that the most important stage of the study was appropriate, i.e. in accordance with the SDT assumptions, the organisation of a methodological workshop by teachers, largely different from the one used hitherto, a cycle of 24 h (in total) training was included in the procedure. Its goal was to present to the teachers-participants the SDT assumptions and its application values in school pragmatics. In accordance with the concept of SDT, the authors of the study adopted the assumption that the key factor evoking the involvement of teachers will be to meet their need for competence in the field of implemented innovation. After a detailed discussion of the theory,
teachers were acquainted with the didactic materials (65 course scenarios and 26 scenarios for games and plays with examples of how to implement the SDT concept in specific subjects: Polish language, mathematics, history, ethics, physical education). In conclusion, the teachers shared their doubts and comments regarding materials and the SDT concept itself. The workshop leaders together with participants developed detailed strategies to deal with the difficulties pointed out by teachers. Mentoring assistance was offered at every stage of the study.

In parallel, two meetings were held with students’ parents. They have been presented the study plan and the potential benefits that students can gain from participating in the project. Selected ways of implementing SDT assumptions in the home environment were discussed (e.g. ways of spending free time, making decisions in the family, planning joint activities, daily communication). The key was to rise among both teachers and parents the genuine belief that the implementation of SDT concept into school practice makes sense and can contribute to optimising the functioning of students at school and at their homes. This gave the chance to treat SDT not as another teaching strategy, but as a holistic philosophy of student development in a favourable school and out-of-school environment (Liu, Wang, and Ryan 2016).

During the training, teachers reported potential challenges in the implementation of SDT at school: (a) the need for more flexible approach to the implementation of school activities and departing from the scenario; (b) the risk of lack of time to implement substantive issues related to the core curriculum; (c) the difficulty of adapting the assessment system to the SDT concept; (d) too much additional work involved in implementing SDT (e.g. alternative methods of checking knowledge).

 Experts conducting the meetings recommended specific strategies for dealing with reported concerns. During the meetings with parents, consent was obtained for students to participate in the study, and its ethical aspects were discussed. Teachers and school specialists (psychologists, speech therapists, school pedagogues), parents and researchers have jointly developed a set of guidelines whose application minimised the risk of taking actions that violate the subjectivity and dignity of the respondents. Each student also gave consent for participation in the study. The study received substantive recommendation and ethical acceptance of the Education Development Centre (executive agenda of the Ministry of National Education). In order to completely anonymise research results, a secure computer application was created to collect data and generate reports. Participants were assured of providing feedback after the study. The above described activities aimed at minimising the risk of resigning from participation in the study during its duration (both students and teachers) proved to be effective and none of the participants decided to terminate their involvement (despite the formal possibility).

(2) First assessment of the current level of the students’ emotional and social competences

During two meetings in groups of maximum five people (to maintain individual contact with them), the current level of emotional and social competences of the students was measured using the TROS-KA package. Additionally, parents ($n = 94$) and teachers ($n = 28$, including 5 educators) of these students assessed the development of emotional and social competences of students/children using the KA scale.

(3) Implementation of the activities based on prepared scenarios on the SDT concept

Teachers of these subjects carried out for 10 months classes based on the scenarios learned during the training. Own teachers materials were allowed to be used, providing they were directed at creating didactic situations, enabling students to satisfy three needs defined by SDT. Each scenario prepared by the teacher had to undergo an evaluation procedure (determining the degree of implementation of activities conducive to meeting three SDT universal needs). Tables 2–4 present selected examples of didactic solutions.
At the stage of preparation of class scenarios and during their implementation, teachers could count on the support of two mentors (one male, one female) – the didactic experts who assessed the adequacy of the proposed solutions. Their support activities were based on SDT assumptions – instead of providing ready-made solutions, they tried to create a space for independent teachers activity and thus strengthen their sense of competence. In addition, the study provided monitoring of didactic activities: two didactic experts (one male, one female) supervised at least once a month a teacher in a given class.

During the course of the project, the researchers obtained the opinions of teachers of all school subjects ($n = 28$) on the ongoing basis regarding the recommended materials and the effectiveness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need for autonomy</th>
<th>Examples of implementation methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Engaging students in decision-making processes | • Co-decision of students about the course of classes (form of learning, range of topics, method of checking knowledge, didactic means used)  
• Enabling temporary ‘non-engagement’ in classes (signalled by a jointly determined gesture/sign)  
• Opportunity to express opinions on current classes and expectations regarding future classes  
• Independent arrangement of space conducive to learning  
• Strengthening the role of student voting when making important class/school decisions |

Source: The study resources.

Table 2. Meeting the student’s need for the autonomy – the examples of the strategies used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need for competence</th>
<th>Examples of implementation methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Tasks adapted to the students’ abilities | • Multi-level task  
• Ability to choose exercises, work cards  
• Independent design of tasks based on the developed substantive material  
• Independent selection of the theme path during the class |

| Justification of topics undertaken during classes | • Combining teaching content with life pragmatics (opportunities to use it in everyday life)  
• Treating new knowledge and skills as opportunities to transgress own borders |

Source: The study resources.

Table 3. Meeting the student’s need for the competence – the examples of the strategies used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need for relatedness</th>
<th>Examples of implementation methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Identification with a certain social group, e.g. through common goals to be realised | • Building the identity of the class as a team, not just a group of students (the patron of the class, motto, welcome song, gesture of greeting, battle cry, everyday rituals: greeting, farewell, birthday, the riddle of the day, day’s mind, etc.)  
• Definition of common goals for implementation (what we learn today?; what would we like to achieve this week / month / year?; what do we have in common – passions, abilities, clothes, pets, etc.?)  
• Treating new knowledge and skills as a group’s common property – a resource that differentiates it from other groups |

| Expressing kindness and interest | • Mutual kindness (letters to a friend, letters to the teacher, letters to students, letters to parents, diary of good deeds, minute of ‘beautiful words’)  
• Descriptive assessment balancing the student’s strengths and areas for development  
• Planning to broaden the discussed topic according to student interest pathways |

Source: The study resources.

Table 4. Meeting the student’s need for the relatedness – the examples of the strategies used in the study.
of applying SDT assumptions in educational practice. It is worthy to mention that with the progress in the SDT implementation, the number of critical remarks and reported difficulties has been decreasing significantly. At the end of the study, the teachers emphasised the greater effectiveness of the undertaken actions both in the area of developing emotional and social competences, as well as cognitive development of the students participating in the project (Table 8). At the same time, they indicated that the materials should take more into account students with SEN and there should be more of them so that they exhaust at least half of the issues from the core curriculum.

(4) Second assessment of students’ emotional and social competences

After 10 months (the whole school year duration), the current level of development of students’ emotional and social competences was measured again using the following scales: T, R, O, S. Parents and a teachers, who were examined using the KA scale, also took part in this phase of the study.

Data analysis

The results obtained by students in the scope of individual emotional and social competences included in the TROS-KA model are presented in Table 5. The data relate to two measurements: at the beginning of the fifth grade (test) and at its end (retest).

An analysis of the significance of the differences between the results obtained by the respondents at the beginning of the school year and at its end shows that in each of the TROS areas students achieved a significant increase in competence ($p < 0.001$).

Similarly, the assessment of the degree of development of emotional and social competences of the students made by teachers and parents indicates the decisive progress of the respondents in the field of KA – identifying the degree of general emotional and social maturity ($p < 0.001$).

When analysing the results obtained, it is worth taking into account the findings from the standardisation of the tool showing that between the fifth and sixth grade students the average increase in emotional and social competences measured using the TROS-KA scales expressed in raw results ranged between 0.1 and 2 points. This indicates slight developmental differences in this area. There were no classes strengthening emotional and social competences in the standardisation group. Only the measurement of competences was used in the test-retest paradigm. Thus, it can be concluded that the increase in TROS competences observed in the study was due to special educational activities based on SDT assumptions.

The level of significance of the differences between the average grades in the fourth grade (preceding the class in which the test was conducted) and the grades in the first and second term of the fifth grade was also analysed. Already after one term of conducting classes based on the provided SDT didactic materials, a significant increase in students’ level of performance was noted (average: 4.28 – increase by 0.1). The average of grades obtained in the second term was already 0.17 higher than the average at the end of the fourth grade (see Table 6). The observed differences were all statistically significant (Table 7).

Table 5. Test – retest measurement of emotional and social competences of the students ($n = 94$) and the significance of the differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST measured indicator</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>RETEST measured indicator</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Z (Wilcoxon’s)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>49.46</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>55.15</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>−7.981</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>49.03</td>
<td>10.62</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>58.27</td>
<td>10.70</td>
<td>−8.143</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>53.23</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>O2</td>
<td>58.27</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>−7.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>54.13</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>59.43</td>
<td>11.23</td>
<td>−7.083</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA(N)</td>
<td>49.12</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>KA(N)2</td>
<td>54.29</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>−7.671</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA(R)</td>
<td>51.10</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>KA(R)2</td>
<td>57.49</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>−7.678</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The study resources.
According to information obtained during the validation of the TROS-KA tool among fifth grade students not participating in special classes based on SDT assumptions, the average grade at the end of the school year decreased by 0.09 (Domagała-Zyśk, Knopik, and Oszwa 2017). This may indicate that the implementation of the school activities based on SDT assumptions is an effective support for students in the development of emotional and social skills, building a sense of competence in the TROS-KA model.

**Discussion**

The aim of the study was to check whether the teachers’ implementation of SDT concept (care to meet the three fundamental students’ needs: autonomy, competence and relatedness) to everyday school practice can contribute to the increase of emotional and social competences of students in each of the four analysed areas: dealing with difficulties (T), social relations (R), self-image (O), agency (S). The results of the study provided some evidence to support this assumptions.

The satisfaction of the students’ needs defined by SDT and applied by the trained teachers in the study seems to favour higher school achievements, measured by average grades in each term. This suggests an increase in the effectiveness of the learning process in a favourable classroom and school climate (Orsini, Binnie, and Tricio 2018). According to the SDT assumptions, creating an environment focused on satisfying three basic needs: autonomy, competence and relatedness triggers and strengthens intrinsic motivation (understood as a sense of competence in the presented study), which is crucial in empowering the learning process. The students recognised the relationship between what is implemented within the content of the core curriculum with life pragmatics and their own identities. This results in compliance with preferred values, the adequacy of learning objectives with life goals, which translates into higher school achievements (Mageau et al. 2009; Niemiec and Ryan 2009).

The teachers’ use of strategies to directly involve students in the planning and implementation of class activities seems to allow the students to take over responsibility for their learning process, so that activities undertaken at school cease to be seen as mandatory, but as a result of personal decision (Chall 2000). This is evidenced by the changes in students’ behaviours in the opinions of teachers and parents (Tables 8 and 9). Most often, both groups mentioned the increase in students’ involvement in the learning process and the interiorisation of learning objectives.

The implementation of SDT into Polish education seems to create an opportunity to change the learning model, i.e. the transition from transmission teaching to a constructivist approach, in which the students become entities co-creating knowledge, based on their own judgments and current colloquial information. An important aspect of the changes implemented in the school environment is convincing the staff to make them according to SDT. When the teachers realise a sense of the implemented strategies, they are more willing to take over responsibility for these modifications.

### Table 6. The average school achievements of the students in three periods of their education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator of school achievements</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The end of the 4th grade average marks</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first term of the 5th grade average marks</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second term of the 5th grade average marks</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The study resources.

### Table 7. The significance of the differences in the students’ school achievements (T-test for dependent samples).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average school marks comparison</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The 4th grade – the first term of the 5th grade</td>
<td>-2.944</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 4th grade – the second term of the 5th grade</td>
<td>-11.195</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: The study resources.
In this approach, SDT can be seen as a process of empowering teachers according to the empowerment model (Lawson 2004).

The tutors participating in the study emphasised that the curriculum implemented by them based on the SDT assumptions enabled students to be the authors of their own learning process due to their involvement in planning and decision-making activities, and put the teachers themselves as active observers rather than directing the course of classes based on rigid guidelines received from the principals. The advantage of the study was organising the methodological materials and giving teachers appropriate support during their implementation. In compliance with the study of Hyungshim, Johnmarshall, and Deci (2010) results, the presented study seems to indicate that autonomy support and structure were positively correlated and autonomy support and structure both predicted students’ behavioural engagement.

The presented study seems to show that the implementation of the SDT concept creates opportunity to shape behaviours of a relatively persistent attitude (consistency between behaviours at school and outside). This was evidenced by the results obtained from teachers and parents on the KA scale (N) and the KA scale (R) in test and retest stage of the study (Table 5). The assessment of emotional and social competences of the students done by both teachers and parents surveyed after a year of participation of students in the support programme increased significantly. Qualitative

Table 8. The examples of the changes in the students’ behaviours after one year of participation in the study based on SDT assumptions – the teachers’ opinions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The description of changes in behaviours</th>
<th>The number of indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The increased student involvement in class work (e.g. I finally feel that they are fully present; they seem to understand that the lesson was theirs)</td>
<td>24 (85,71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The increasing awareness of the role of acquired knowledge in life outside of school (e.g. I think they began to appreciate the use of biology in their lives, they feel that this applies to them)</td>
<td>18 (64,29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The greater social integration among students (e.g. classroom communication has improved, students more often seem to seek agreement instead of escalating conflicts)</td>
<td>15 (53,57%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The growing importance of interests and passions in learning (e.g. They seem to look for relationships between what they learn and their interests)</td>
<td>11 (39,29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The increased emotional resistance to failure (e.g. They look like they do not get discouraged when something goes wrong; they seem to try to learn from their mistakes)</td>
<td>10 (35,71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase of self-knowledge (e.g. More often they refer to their competences, strengths and deficits; they seem to be more aware of their own resources)</td>
<td>8 (28,57%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Teachers indicated in their description more than one change, hence the sum>28.
Source: The study resources.

In this approach, SDT can be seen as a process of empowering teachers according to the empowerment model (Lawson 2004).

The tutors participating in the study emphasised that the curriculum implemented by them based on the SDT assumptions enabled students to be the authors of their own learning process due to their involvement in planning and decision-making activities, and put the teachers themselves as active observers rather than directing the course of classes based on rigid guidelines received from the principals. The advantage of the study was organising the methodological materials and giving teachers appropriate support during their implementation. In compliance with the study of Hyungshim, Johnmarshall, and Deci (2010) results, the presented study seems to indicate that autonomy support and structure were positively correlated and autonomy support and structure both predicted students’ behavioural engagement.

The presented study seems to show that the implementation of the SDT concept creates opportunity to shape behaviours of a relatively persistent attitude (consistency between behaviours at school and outside). This was evidenced by the results obtained from teachers and parents on the KA scale (N) and the KA scale (R) in test and retest stage of the study (Table 5). The assessment of emotional and social competences of the students done by both teachers and parents surveyed after a year of participation of students in the support programme increased significantly. Qualitative

Table 9. The examples of the changes in the students’ behaviours after one year of participation in the study based on SDT assumptions – the parents’ opinions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The description of changes in behaviours</th>
<th>The number of indications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater independence and initiative in completing school-related tasks as well as after-school activities (e.g. Now I don’t have to remind her constantly about homework and tests. She learns a lot more and more willingly, because she claims that everything will be useful in her life)</td>
<td>41 (43,61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater concern for the relationships with peers and loved ones (family) (e.g. He constantly asks me how he can help me at home. Before he rather avoided meeting colleagues after school, and now they play together more often and they run field projects in a group)</td>
<td>28 (29,79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher self-confidence (e.g. He doesn’t give up so quickly, at least he tries a few times before he will give up)</td>
<td>26 (27,66%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The need for justification of undertaken decisions/actions (e.g. It’s not easy with her! She keeps asking: what for? What is the point?)</td>
<td>21 (22,34%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantly talking about plans for the future. (e.g. He thinks of school in a different way, rather as a career pass than a place to be)</td>
<td>14 (14,89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The increased importance of passion in life (e.g. She is absorbed by a lot of new things)</td>
<td>13 (13,83%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Parents indicated in their description more than one change, hence the sum> 94.
Source: The study resources.
descriptions of changes in the behaviour of the students obtained from their teachers and parents are given in Tables 8 and 9.

At the same time, the learning objectives contained in the core curriculum were successfully achieved. Furthermore, these goals have been included in more complex and long-term strategies for self-development, so the activities carried out at school have gained a global lifelong perspective, as evidenced by the similar observations completed by the teachers and parents (Tables 8 and 9). This may indicate the transferable nature of developed emotional and social competences.

Emotional and social competences allowing for constructive shaping of the students’ relationships with the world. They could be recognised as one of the most crucial transferable resources. They can be effectively developed in a properly organised school context. The highest increase occurred in the area of social relations (R scale). It is important to base these activities on creating a team and not in a random group connected ad hoc only by the purpose of the task itself.

These conclusions are consistent with the studies of Niemiec and Ryan (2009), indicating the key role of satisfying the need to belong in the internalisation of the principles and requirements, related to learning and increasing intrinsic motivation. A student who has a sense of relationship with other students and receives support from a teacher deals more effectively with difficulties and undertakes active problem solving strategies (Gaudreau 2016; Reeve and Jang 2006).

**Practical implementations**

The results of the presented study can be used by teachers when designing educational classes, focused on both the implementation of the core curriculum (within individual subjects) and the development of students’ emotional and social competences. This is particularly important in relation to the attitudes of Polish teachers who treat the implementation of the core curriculum and the development of emotional and social competences as if in opposition (either-or). The study results seem to indicate that it is possible to combine these two goals.

It was pointed out that an important condition for implementing change in a given organisation is the solidarity of work of all its members, aimed at achieving a common goal, in contrast to the selective, individual actions of individual persons who do not have support in the activities of their colleagues. Therefore, the key stage of the procedure in the presented study was to convince all teachers from the chosen schools to implement the changes. Specifically design and provided materials, which were then issued by the Centre for Education Development, an agenda of the Ministry of National Education, were distributed on the basis of the open resources. They were exemplary solutions conducive to creating a school environment optimal for the development of students’ emotional and social competences. This allows to hope that the proposed practices will be included in the mainstream, eventually.

The presented proposals positively validated in this longitudinal study could be perceived as part of the paradigm of effective evidence-based education (Mitchell 2014). At the same time, they encourage schools and educational institutions to the special care to undertake active cooperation with the parents of students so that the activities carried out at school and at home could be complementary and as much as possible provide an opportunity to meet the students’ universal needs. This serves both their emotional and social development as well as raising their satisfaction from participating in the education process. The results of this socio-cultural study may also indicate potential changes that can be implemented by incorporating SDT into Polish educational pragmatics across the country. The increase in intrinsic motivation and the development of a sense of competence in the individual dimension are processes that can significantly reduce homo sovieticus scripts still present in the Polish mentality.

**Limitations and further research**

Due to the limited size of the study sample, great care should be taken in formulating general conclusions.
Certainly, the fact that the chosen schools (after prior random selection) accepted the invitation to the study should be considered as an indicator of openness to changes in a organisational culture. This was conducive to the effective implementation of the SDT principles and the immediate benefit of it by the students themselves, as demonstrated by the increase in their emotional and social competences. It would be interesting to confront the effects in the implementation of SDT by schools open to change (and therefore also more autonomous) with conservative, authoritarian schools, strongly subordinated to formal orders and norms of educational law with low emancipation potential.

Although no control group was included directly in the study procedure, the data obtained during the tool validation procedure conducted in a group of 324 fifth grade students are a useful base for comparative analyses and allow to assess to what extent the observed changes were the result of implemented methodological modifications, and how much the effect of natural developmental increase (Domagala-Zyśk, Knopik, and Oszwa 2017).

Conclusions

The presented study results seem to suggest that organising a teacher’s methodical workshop in accordance with the SDT assumptions might positively affect the development of students’ emotional and social competences, such as coping with difficulties, self-image, constructive social relationships and a sense of agency. Because of the variety of contexts for their use, these competences might be considered as the transferable resources. This is consistent with numerous reports from studies on the role of the environment and group climate in achieving emotional maturity for children and youth (Jones and Bouffard 2012; Matczak 2008; Pahl and Barrett 2007).

The study results also suggest that the organisation of the education and upbringing process based on the SDT model might foster higher school achievements of students due to the creation of the optimal learning environment. Involving students in planning the didactic process increases their engagement and allows them to take responsibility for their own learning. The highest increase in grades was related to the second term of the school year in conducting study, which confirms the effectiveness of implemented strategies in relation to the time of implementation. Moreover, the presented study seems to provide an argument in favour of not treating the implementation of the core curriculum and developing the emotional and social competences of students as mutually exclusive or alternative activities (either one or the other).

In the referred study, both teachers and parents assessed the emotional and social competences of the children as higher after the year of the project compared to their initial measurement. The observed changes in students behaviours did not only apply to school activities, but also appeared in the non-school environment. In this sense, SDT seems to contribute to the transfer of competences acquired at school to everyday life pragmatics but it might need further investigation to support this statement.

The completed study suggests a way in which the transmission teaching model can be changed. Sadly to say, although anachronistic, it can still be observed as present in Polish educational reality. The SDT model does not exhaust the strength of its impact only in the organisation of teaching. It can also shape the mentality and attitudes of Polish citizens who, stuck in the culture of postmodernity, still cannot get rid of the thought and action habits, characteristic for homo sovieticus.
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